COZY MEETINGS TURKEY

PERDUE & NAUTICAL

A hidden paradise.
A visual feast where green and blue are mixed.
Perdue and Nautical perched on the edge of a beautiful secluded stony sea
bay at Faralya region.
A cozy combination of the nature and modern touch.

PERDUE & NAUTICAL

Enjoy the spectacular thatched eco-suite tents.
More than glamping, each room has modern comfort and luxury.
Social distance, open spaces, being in nature are the
most important steps during the pandemic, already being the main features
of Perdue & Nautical.

A glorious feast prepared with local products, organic fruits
and freshly caught fish. Vegetables picked from the hotel’s own garden.
Start the day with delicious Turkish breads, home made marmalades,
jams, variety of eggs, Turkish Tea in armuda and
freshly brewed coffee.

Hotel’s lounge is ready to host your
cozy meeting. Feel the comfort. Lounge is equipped
with high-end amenities. A Professional AV staff will be at your service.
A location can absolutely make the trip.

Perdue & Nautical is located supposedly at the
dreamiest coastline in Turkey. Swim
in the infinity pool with a view to die for.
Explore the wild sea.

From heavenly garden to crystal clear blue waters.
Rest your soul and body.

Our Proposal

Day 1 Arrive Dalaman Airport
Upon arrival in Dalaman Airport; you will be welcome by our team.
Proceed to Dalyan via Luxury minibus. Transportation vehicles sanitized
daily with high level products. Personal hygiene kit will hand out to you
upon your arrival.
The trip to Dalyan will take about 35 minutes. Dalyan is a small town,
situated between emerald green woodlands on one side and the
reedbeds of Koycegiz Lake and the Mediterranean Sea on the other.
Remarkable rock tombs carved on high rocks rise above Dalyan. The
amazing Iztuzu Beach is a breeding area for the endangered
loggerhead sea turtles (Caretta carettas).
Highlights;
- Participate Blue Crab fishing
- Cruise on the Koycegiz River
- Seafood lunch with Blue Crab overlooking the Lycian King Tombs

Continue to Perdue & Nautical. After an approximately 1 hour 30 minutes
drive, we arrive at hotel.
Disinfected key cards and mini hygiene package will be distributed to the
guests from a private check in desk. All items will be presented in a nice,
eco friendly envelope sealed with a company logo.
Special dinner menu prepared and served by the chef. The Restaurant
offers tastes just as delightful as the view. Explore the richness of Turkish
mezzes.

Day 2

Meeting, Öludeniz-Lagoon, Kayakoy and Telmessos
Ancient City

Breakfast at hotel followed by Half Day Meeting. Lunch will be served at
hotel.
After lunch depart from Hotel to Öludeniz-Lagoon. Famous with the calm
turquoise water, sheltered from the sea, with its white-sand Beach.
Continue to Kayaköy (ancient Karmylassos), an eerie ghost town of 4000odd abandoned stone houses and other structures that once made up
the Greek town of Levissi. Today this timeless village, set in a lush valley
with some vineyards nearby, forms a memorial to Turkish-Greek peace
and cooperation. In the evening, when the ruined village's churches are
spotlight, Kayaköy is truly surreal.

Then we continue to Telmessos Ancient City. Telmessos was a largest
member of the Lycian Union in antiquity. The ancient city of Telmessos is
famous with its magnificent rock tombs, ancient theatre and oracles.
Surviving to today are rock hewn tombs and a 6000 seat theatre. The
theatre was built in the early Roman period and was repaired in the
middle of the 2nd century BC. In addition to these, the museum can also
be seen.

Dinner at Mori Restaurant

Situated right on the marina front in Fethiye, with spectacular views over
the bay. Sea Bass Marinade dressed with olive oil, ponzu sauce and many
more to taste. Enjoy Mori’s specialties and signature dishes prepared by
chef Ismail.
All tables, chair arms are disinfected after each meal. Using ultra-lowvolume (ULV) sprey disinfectants that have proven effective on viruses and
bacteria and are not harmful to human health.

Day 3

Meeting, Gullet Cruise Turquoise Bays in the Afternoon

Breakfast at hotel followed by Half Day Meeting.
Lunch will be served at hotel.
Continue with afternoon private gullet cruise. The epic "Blue Cruise" saga
started in Turkey in the 80s, and today it's one of the most important nature
activities in Turkey.
Cruise along the Faralya coast to Kabak beach, the blue cave and finish
at Butterfly Valley. On the way back stop by a unique spot where you can
have shower in the water falling down the cliff and into the sea.

Return back to hotel in the late afternoon. Farewell dinner will be served at
Perdue.

Day 4

Departure

After breakfast, check out from the hotel and depart to Dilara Akay’s
Sculpture Garden for an exclusive visit of her Collection.
In today’s contemporary art context of Turkey Dilara Akay is an artist and
activist with multipurpose intentions. We will have the chance to meet with
her while we enjoy local wines and delicious snacks.
After the visit proceed to Dalaman Airport.

